GET STARTED WITH
WINDOWS VIRTUAL
DESKTOP
Working in a Cloud hosted desktop may feel like a risky
move for many companies – but the reality is far from it.
It actually offers a whole new layer of security and
protection for sensitive, personally identifiable, and
financial data, without driving up costs or getting in the
way of productivity.
With Windows Virtual Desktop managed by Meritum
Cloud, you can move all your applications and data
away from vulnerable physical desktops. There’s no risk
of theft, your data can’t be lost along with a misplaced
laptop, and your organization benefits from the
reliability of the Azure cloud.

Secure, flexible, scalable end-user computing
delivered in Azure
Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD) is the ideal way to enable
productive remote work, enable protected access via different types of devices, and also simplify
the backend management process. Plus, you get the added bonus of working in Microsoft Azure,
one of the market’s most secure, high-performance public clouds.

Did you know?
Microsoft invests over $1 billion in its
cybersecurity every year – so you can rest
assured that the services that protect your
data and infrastructure are constantly
updating and improving.

5 benefits of Windows Virtual
Desktop
• Preferred platforms
Connect using your favorite device, whether
it’s running Windows, macOS, Android, or even
Linux – ideal for remote working or bring-yourown-device strategies.
• Familiar systems
Get the same user-friendly Windows
experience as a traditional desktop, without
worrying about updates or hardware upgrades.
• Native integration
Use all your Office 365 applications, OneDrive,
Microsoft Teams, and more with no disruptions
– plus all your business applications.
• Rapid deployment
Onboard new users in under an hour, with no
time or CapEx wasted on acquiring and setting
up new hardware.
• Flexible costs
Reduce your OpEx costs and only pay for the
resources you use by using Windows 10 multisessions and scaling up and down to match
demand.

Secure by design
• Over 90 compliance
certifications, including ISO
27001, 27018 and 27701
• Active Directory and rolebased access as well as multifactor authentication
• Easy compliance with GDPR,
Sarbanes-Oxley, and other
industry regulations
• A full range of security
features in Azure, such as
Microsoft Security ATP
• Proactive threat detection and
automated security responses
• The ability to use your own
security tools and internal
policies

Meritum Cloud: A lean partner
with high impact
We believe that modern IT means
business. Driven by our passion for
technology we help companies gain
competitive advantage and increase
profitability.
With our Cloud expertise and
customer-centric approach we guide
our clients through a complex world of
Microsoft and Citrix technology.
As a trusted technology partner, we design and engineer IT infrastructure and
provide end user technology adoption and support services so that you can solely
focus on your business.
With offices in London and Krakow – we operate a hybrid resourcing model,
offering you world class services at competitive rates. Being a customer success
focused modern MSP, we cut down on red tape and deliver rapid results.

Talk to us about WVD Jumpstart - schedule a free consultation
We’re putting years of experience of implementing Azure services into
kickstarting WVD deployments.
Get in touch at
+44 020 8396 1448 or
https://meritum.cloud/free-consultation/
to discuss your organization’s challenges, and how the unique combination of
WVD and Meritum Cloud can help you solve them.

